Graduate Faculty

With the approval of the Academic Dean, each department offering graduate programs will determine procedures for handling recommendations or appeals concerning Graduate Faculty appointments or changes to membership status. The criteria and procedures set by the department and/or the college must be consistent with the qualifications and responsibilities outlined in the “Appointment Policies” section of this document, but may be more restrictive.

Graduate Faculty members are listed in the Catalog of the Graduate School by college/department.

Graduate Faculty Criterion

MSU graduate faculty members are employees of Mississippi State University. Other criteria for holding an MSU graduate faculty appointment follow:

- earned a terminal degree (highest degree awarded in the discipline) in or related to the faculty member’s area of graduate discipline;
- be a full-time employee of Mississippi State University, holding the rank of assistant professor, assistant research professor, assistant extension professor, assistant clinical professor or higher without any qualifying designations such as ‘visiting,’ ‘emeritus,’ or ‘adjunct’; and
- have demonstrated and maintained noteworthy accomplishments in research and/or creative achievement, as defined in the Faculty Handbook (6.1.2)

Government affiliates embedded in the university may be considered MSU graduate faculty by agreement.

MSU graduate faculty may:

- teach graduate-level courses in each field of specialization if the individual meets all requirements outlined in AOP 13.09, Credentials for Teaching;
- serve as members of doctoral and master's/education specialist committees within or outside of the department/program of appointment; and
- serve as a chair of doctoral, master's, or educational specialist committees and may serve as the director of thesis and dissertation research within the faculty member's area of graduate responsibility.

Graduate faculty members are appointed through submission of the ‘Application to Graduate Faculty’ form, which is approved by the Department Head and Academic Dean. Reappointment to graduate faculty is not required provided the faculty member remains full-time faculty (as described in the second bullet under graduate faculty qualifications) of Mississippi State University and remains affiliated with an academic program. Removal of a faculty member from graduate faculty is at the discretion of the Department Head, Academic Dean, and Graduate School Dean.

MSU graduate faculty members are listed by college/department in the Graduate Catalog.

Non-Graduate Faculty Committee Members

At minimum, greater than 50% of the committee members must be members of MSU graduate faculty. A non-graduate faculty member is anyone external to Mississippi State University or Mississippi State employees who are not graduate faculty. Non-graduate faculty committee members are expected to have a graduate degree or commensurate expertise in the field of study. The decision of whether or not non-graduate faculty members are qualified to serve on a thesis or dissertation committee is determined by the program/college.

If a non-graduate faculty committee member serves as the director of research, it is expected the individual will have education and research expertise commensurate with MSU graduate faculty.

Thesis/Dissertation Director

A thesis/dissertation director is the individual primarily responsible for providing oversight for a master's, educational specialist, or doctoral student's research. Any member of a student’s graduate committee may be designated as the thesis/dissertation director on the committee request form. Typically, the major professor serves in this role. In the rare case when the thesis/dissertation director is not the major professor, coordination between the thesis/dissertation director and the major professor is required. The major professor will be primarily responsible for academic advising and ensuring the student meets all the programmatic requirements for the degree.

Committee Membership Changes

Committee membership changes are submitted to the Graduate School on the ‘Request for Change of Committee Members’ form. The new committee member(s), student, Major Professor, Graduate Coordinator and Department Head must sign the form. If a student’s request to remove a member of the graduate committee is not approved, the student may appeal the decision using the Graduate Appeals Process. All decisions will be provided in writing to the student, committee member(s), Major Professor, Graduate Coordinator, and Department Head if applicable. Faculty may appeal removal from a student's committee using the Faculty Grievance Procedures (AOP 13.05).
Academic Affairs

Computational Biology

Dapper, Amy L., Ph.D., Indiana University, Assistant Professor
Hoffman, Federico G., Ph.D., Texas Tech University, Associate Professor
Gout, Jean-Francois, Ph.D., University of Lyon (France), Assistant Professor
King, Jonas G., Ph.D., Vanderbilt University, Assistant Professor
Nanduri, Bindu, Ph.D., University of Arkansas, Associate Professor
Perkins, Andy D., Ph.D., University of Tennessee, Professor and Director
Thornton, Justin A., Ph.D., University of Mississippi Medical Center, Associate Professor

Master of Physician Assistant Studies

Milligan, Tara, MMS, PAC, University of North Texas, Assistant Clinical Professor
Munsell, Deborah, DMSc, Nova Southeastern University, Associate Professor and Director
Ruffin, Cedric J., DMSc, University of Lynchburg, Assistant Clinical Professor
Washburn, Shery MMS, PAC, Arcadia University, Assistant Clinical Professor

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND LIFE SCIENCES

Agricultural and Biological Engineering

Bora, Ganesh Chandra, Ph.D., Kansas State University, Associate Professor
Cathcart, Thomas P., Ph.D., University of Maryland, Professor
Chesser, Gary Daniel Jr., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor
Elder, Steven H., Ph.D., University of Michigan, Professor
Horton, Renita E., Ph.D., Harvard University, Assistant Research Professor
Liao, Jun, Ph.D., Cleveland State University, Assistant Professor
Lin, Anna C., Ph.D., University of Florida, Assistant Professor
Lo, Tsz Him, Ph.D., University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Assistant Extension/Research Professor
Lin, John E., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Extension Professor
Lowe, John Wesley, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor
Lu, Yuzhen, Ph.D., Michigan State University, Assistant Professor
Parajuli, Prem B., Ph.D., Kansas State University, Associate Professor
Paz, Joel O., Ph.D., Iowa State University, Assistant Professor
Pote, Jonathan W., Ph.D., University of Arkansas, Professor and Department Head
Prabhu, Rajkumar, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Research Professor and Graduate Coordinator (Agriculture)
Priddy, Lauren B., Ph.D., Georgia Institute of Technology, Assistant Professor
Purswell, Joseph L., Ph.D., University of Kentucky, Agricultural Engineer, USDA-ARS Poultry Research Unit Lead Scientist
Stevens, Andrew W., Ph.D., University of California, Assistant Professor
Simpson, Chartrisa LaShan, Ph.D., Clemson University, Assistant Professor
Srinivasan, Radhakrishnan, Ph.D., University of Illinois, Assistant Research Professor
Tagert, Mary Love M., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Research Professor

Williams, Lakiesha N., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Associate Professor

Yao, Haibo, Ph.D., University of Illinois, Associate Research Professor

Yu, Fei, Ph.D., University of Minnesota, Associate Professor and Graduate Coordinator (Engineering)

Zhao, Yang, Ph.D., Wageningen University (The Netherlands), Assistant Professor

**Agricultural Economics**

Barefield, D. Alan, Ph.D., Texas A&M University, Extension Professor

Barnes, James N., Ph.D., University of Missouri, Assistant Extension Professor

Canales Medine, Dominga "Elizabeth," Ph.D., Kansas State University, Assistant Professor

Coble, Keith H., Ph.D., Texas A&M University, Professor and Department Head

Collart, Alba J., Ph.D., Texas A&M University, Assistant Extension Professor

Falconer, Lawrence L., Ph.D., Texas A&M University, Extension Professor

Harri, Ardan, Ph.D., Oklahoma State University, Associate Professor

Herndon, Cary W., Jr., Ph.D., Oklahoma State University, Professor and Associate Vice President for Agriculture, Forestry & Veterinary Medicine

Fan, Linlin, Ph.D., University of Illinois, Assistant Professor

Interis, Matthew G., Ph.D., Ohio State University, Assistant Professor

Johnson, Jeffrey W., Ph.D., Texas Tech University, Extension/Research Professor and Head of Delta Research and Extension Center, Stoneville

Li, Xiaofei, Ph.D., Purdue University, Assistant Professor

Lacy, Richard Curtis, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Extension Professor

Little, Randall D., Ph.D., Oklahoma State University, Professor

Maples, Joshua G., Ph.D., Oklahoma State University, Assistant Professor

Maples, William E., Ph.D., Oklahoma State University, Assistant Professor

Martin, Steven W., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Associate Director/ANR, Mississippi State University Extension Professor and Head

Mills, Brian E., Ph.D., Oklahoma State University, Assistant Professor

Park, Eunchun, Ph.D., Oklahoma State University, Assistant Professor

Petrolia, Daniel R., Ph.D., University of Minnesota, Associate Professor

Posadas, Benedict C., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Associate Extension/Research Professor

Quintana Ashwell, Nicolas E., Ph.D., Kansas State University, Assistant Professor

Smith, Becky, Ph.D., Louisiana State University, Assistant Extension Professor

Turner, Steven C., Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Professor

Yun, Seong, Ph.D., Purdue University, Assistant Professor

**Animal and Dairy Sciences**

Blanton, John, Jr., Ph.D., Purdue University, Professor and Department Head

Cavinder, Clay A., Ph.D., Texas A&M University, Professor

Devost-Burnett, Derris, Ph.D., Auburn University, Assistant Professor
Dinh, Thu, Ph.D., Texas Tech University, Assistant Professor
Harvey, Kelsey, Ph.D., Texas A&M University, Assistant Professor
Jousan, F. Dean, Ph.D., University of Florida, Associate Extension Professor
Karisch, Brandi B., Ph.D., Texas A&M University, Associate Extension/Research Professor
Kouba, Andrew J., Ph.D., University of Florida, Professor and Head, Wildlife, Fisheries, and Aquaculture
Larson, Jamie, Ph.D., University of Minnesota, Associate Professor and Graduate Coordinator
Lemley, Caleb O., Ph.D., West Virginia University, Associate Professor
Liao, Shengfa, Ph.D., University of Alberta (Canada), Associate Professor
Memili, Erdogan, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin-Madison, Professor
Nguekam Feugang, Jean M. N., Ph.D., Catholic University of Louvain (Belgium), Associate Research Professor
Nicodemus, Molly C., Ph.D., Michigan State University, Associate Professor
Parish, Jane A., Ph.D., The University of Georgia, Professor and Head, North MS Research and Extension Center
Paz, Henry A., Ph.D., University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Assistant Professor
Rios de Alvarez, Leyla, Ph.D., University of Edinburgh, Assistant Extension Professor
Rivera, J. Daniel., Ph.D., New Mexico State University, Associate Research/Extension Professor
Rude, Brian J., Ph.D., Auburn University, Professor
Ryan, Peter L., Ph.D., University of Guelph (Canada), Professor, Executive Vice Provost, and Dean of the Graduate School
Smith, Trent, Ph.D., Louisiana State University, Associate Professor
Stone, Amanda, Ph.D., University of Kentucky, Assistant Professor
Vann, Rhonda, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Research Professor
Willard, Scott T., Ph.D., Texas A&M University, Professor and Interim Dean

Animal Physiology
Blanton, John, Jr., Ph.D., Purdue University, Professor and Department Head, Animal and Dairy Sciences
Brown-Johnson, Ashli, Ph.D., University of South Florida, Associate Professor
Chambers, Janice E., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Professor and Director, Center for Environmental Health Sciences
Chamblee, Timothy, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Associate Professor and Director, Office of Institutional Research and Effectiveness
Christiansen, David, D.V.M., Mississippi State University, Assistant Clinical Professor
Galarneau, Karen, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Research Professor
Hoffman, Federico G., Ph.D., Texas Tech University, Assistant Professor
Hopper, Richard M., D.V.M., Auburn University, Professor
Jousan, Dean, Ph.D., University of Florida, Associate Extension Professor
Kouba, Andrew, Ph.D., University of Florida, Professor and Department Head, Wildlife, Fisheries and Aquaculture
Larson, Jamie, Ph.D., University of Minnesota, Associate Professor
Liao, Shengfa, Ph.D., University of Alberta (Canada), Associate Professor
McDaniel, Christopher D., Ph.D., University of Georgia, Professor
Memili, Erdogan, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin-Madison, Professor
Nguekam Feugang, Jean M. N., Ph.D., Catholic University of Louvain-la-Neuve (Belgium), Associate Research Professor

Nicodemus, Molly C., Ph.D., Michigan State University, Associate Professor

Peebles, E. David, Ph.D., North Carolina State University, Professor

Phillips, Tommy, Ph.D., Auburn University, Associate Professor

Rude, Brian J., Ph.D., Auburn University, Professor

Ryan, Peter L., Ph.D., University of Guelph (Canada), Professor; Executive Vice Provost; Dean of the Graduate School

Smith, Trent, Ph.D., Louisiana State University, Associate Professor

Sparks, Darrell L., Jr., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor and Director of Chemical Regulatory Services, MS State Chemical Laboratory

Thornton, Justin A., Ph.D., University of Mississippi Medical Center, Assistant Professor

Vance, Carrie Kim, Ph.D., Johns Hopkins University, Assistant Research Professor

Vann, Rhonda, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Research Professor

Willard, Scott T., Ph.D., Texas A&M University, Professor and Associate Dean; Interim Graduate Coordinator

Willeford, Kenneth O., Ph.D., University of California-Riverside, Professor

Wills, Robert W., D.V.M., University of Missouri; Ph.D., Iowa State University, Professor

Zhai, Wei, Ph.D., Purdue University, Assistant Professor

Biochemistry, Molecular Biology, Entomology and Plant Pathology

Aboughanem, Nina, Ph.D., University of Bari (Italy), Assistant Research Professor

Ahn, Seung-Joon, Ph.D., Friedrich Schiller University (Germany), Assistant Professor

Allen, Thomas W., Jr., Ph.D., Auburn University, Extension/Research Professor

Baird, Richard E., Ph.D., University of Tennessee, Professor

Baker, Gerald T., Ph.D., Oregon State University, Professor (Entomology)

Brown-Johnson, Ashli, Ph.D., University of South Florida, Associate Professor

Brown, Richard L., Ph.D., Cornell University, Professor

Caprio, Michael A., Ph.D., University of Hawaii, Professor and Graduate Coordinator (Entomology and Plant Pathology)

Catchot, Angus L., Jr., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Extension Professor

Cook, Donald R., Ph.D., Louisiana State University, Assistant Research Professor

Counterman, Brian, Ph.D., Duke University, Assistant Professor

Crow, Whitney, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor

Dean, Jeffrey F. D., Ph. D., Purdue University, Department Head and Professor

Edwards, Kristine T., Ph.D., Mississippi State University; D.V.M., Colorado State University, Assistant Research Professor

Goddard, Jerome, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Extension Professor

Gore, Jeffrey, Ph.D., Louisiana State University, Associate Research/Extension Professor

Guyton, John W., III, Ed.D., Mississippi State University, Associate Extension Professor

Harris, Jeffrey W., Ph.D., Louisiana State University, Assistant Extension Research Professor

Henn, R. Alan, Ph.D., University of Florida, Extension Professor
Hill, JoVonn G., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Research Professor
Hoffmann, Federico G., Ph.D., Texas Tech University, Assistant Professor
King, Jonas G., Ph.D., Vanderbilt University, Assistant Professor
Krishnan, Natraj, Ph.D., Vidyasagar University (India), Assistant Professor
Lawrence, Gary W., Ph.D., Louisiana State University, Associate Professor
Layton, M. Blake, Jr., Ph.D., Louisiana State University, Extension Professor
Li, Jiaxu, Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University, Associate Professor
Lu, Shien, Ph.D., Washington State University, Associate Professor
Ma, Din-Pow, Ph.D., Kent State University, Professor
Melanson, Rebecca A., Ph.D., Louisiana State University, Assistant Extension Professor
Meyer, Florencia, Ph.D., University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Assistant Professor
Musser, Fred R., Ph.D., Cornell University, Professor
Peng, Zhaohua, Ph.D., Ohio State University, Professor
Peterson, Daniel, Ph.D., Colorado State University, Professor
Popescu, George V., Ph.D., Rutgers University, Assistant Research Professor
Popescu, Sorina C., Ph.D., Rutgers University, Assistant Professor
Reichert, Nancy A., Ph.D., New Mexico State University, Professor of Biological Sciences
Riggins, John J., Ph.D., University of Arkansas, Associate Professor
Rodriguez, Jose M., Ph.D., University of Idaho, Assistant Research Professor
Sabanadzovic, Sead, Ph.D., University of Bari (Italy), Professor
Schneider, John C., Ph.D., Princeton University, Professor
Shan, Xueyan, Ph.D., Montana State University, Associate Research Professor
Sparks, Darrell L., Jr., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor and Director of Chemical Regulatory Services, MS State Chemical Laboratory
Tomaso-Peterson, Maria, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Associate Research Professor
Vance, Carrie Kim, Ph.D., Johns Hopkins University, Assistant Research Professor
Warburton, Marilyn Louise, Ph.D., University of California-Davis, Research Geneticist USDA-ARS
Wilkerson, Teresa, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Research Professor
Willard, Scott T., Ph.D., Texas A&M University, Professor and Associate Dean
Willeford, Kenneth, Ph.D., University of California-Riverside, Professor and Graduate Coordinator
Williams, W. Paul, Ph.D., North Carolina State University, Supervisory Research Geneticist, USDA-ARS

Food Science, Nutrition and Health Promotion
Bailey, R. Hartford, Ph.D., Texas A&M University, Professor (Pathobiology and Population Medicine - College of Veterinary Medicine)
Buys, David R., Ph.D., University of Alabama-Birmingham, Assistant Extension and Research Professor (Health Promotion - State Health Specialist)
Byrd, Sylvia H., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Professor (Nutrition)
Chang, Sam K. C., Ph.D., University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Professor (Food Science and Technology)
Cheng, Wen-Hsing, Ph.D., Cornell University, Associate Professor (Nutrition), and Graduate Coordinator
Crist, Courtney A., Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Assistant Extension Professor (Food Science and Technology)
Evans, Marion W., Jr. Ph.D., University of Alabama, Professor (Health Promotion), Department Head (Health Promotion)
Fountain, Brent J., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Associate Extension Professor (Nutrition)
Gardner, Antonio J., Ph.D., University of Alabama, Assistant Professor (Health Promotion)
Hunt, Barry P., Ed.D, University of Alabama, Professor (Health Promotion)
Mathews, Rahel, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor (Nutrition)
Nannapaneni, Ramakrishna, Ph.D., University of Strathclyde, Glasgow (UK), Associate Research Professor (Food Science and Technology)
Norwood, Arnita, Ph.D., University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, Assistant Professor (Nutrition)
Pylate, Leah P., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor (Health Promotion)
Schilling, M. Wes, Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Professor (Food Science and Technology)
Silva, Juan L., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Professor (Food Science and Technology)
Tidwell, Diane K., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Professor (Nutrition)
Tolar-Peterson, Terezie T., Ed.D., University of Memphis, Assistant Professor/Dietetic Internship Director (Nutrition)
White, Shecoya, Ph.D., Iowa State University, Assistant Professor (Food Science and Technology)
Williams, J. Byron, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Associate Extension/Research Professor (Food Science and Technology)

School of Human Sciences
Agricultural and Extension Education
Akers, C. Ryan, Ph.D., University of Georgia, Associate Extension Professor
Barrett, Jason R., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Extension Professor
Denny, Marina D., Ed.D., Nova Southeastern University, Assistant Professor
Downey, Laura Hall, DrPH, University of Kentucky, Associate Extension Professor
Jackson, Gary B., Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University, Professor and Director of Extension
Jagger, Carla B., Ph.D., Ohio State University, Assistant Professor
Long, Cheryl Leanne, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Research Professor
Long, John L., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Extension Professor
McCubbins, Andrew O.P., Ph.D., Iowa State University, Assistant Professor
Morgan, Mariah Smith, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Extension Professor
Morrison, Carley Calico, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor
Newman, Michael E., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Professor of Human Sciences, Director
Peterson, Donna J., Ph.D., University of Arizona, Associate Extension Professor
Seal, Susan D., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor and Executive Director, Center for Distance Education
Swortzel, Kirk A., Ph.D., Ohio State University, Professor and Graduate Coordinator
Threadgill, Paula I., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Extension Professor
**School of Human Sciences**

**Fashion Design and Merchandising**

Black, Catherine, Ph.D., University of Minnesota, Professor

Freeman, Charles E., Ph.D., Louisiana State University, Assistant Professor and Graduate Coordinator

Kobia, Caroline M., Ph.D., Louisiana State University, Assistant Professor

Lee, Juyoung (Jill), Ph.D., Iowa State University, Assistant Professor

**School of Human Sciences**

**Human Development and Family Science**

Davis, Louise E., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Extension Professor

Downey, Laura Hall, DrPH, University of Kentucky, Associate Extension Professor

Elmore-Staton, Lori D., Ph.D., Auburn University, Associate Professor

Hardman, Alisha M., Ph.D., University of Minnesota, Assistant Professor

Pansé, Chelsea, Ph.D., University of Connecticut, Assistant Professor

Parker, Julie C., Ph.D., Northcentral University, Associate Professor

Peterson, Donna J., Ph.D., University of Arizona, Associate Extension Professor

Phillips, Tommy M., Ph.D., Auburn University, Associate Professor and Graduate Coordinator

Seal, Susan, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Executive Director, Online Education

Wheeler, Brandan, Ph.D., Auburn University, Assistant Professor

Wilmoth, Joe D., Ph.D., Oklahoma State University, Professor

**Landscape Architecture**

Artunc, Sadik, M.L.A., University of Michigan, Professor, and Department Head

Brzuszek, Robert F., M.L.A., Louisiana State University, Professor

Fulford, Charles Taze, III, M. Arch, University of Idaho, Associate Professor

Gallo, Warren C., M.U.D., University of Michigan, Assistant Professor

Li, Chuo, Ph.D., University of Illinois, Associate Professor and Graduate Coordinator

Payne, Elizabeth, M.Phil., School of Landscape Architecture, University of Edinburgh (Scotland), Assistant Professor

Schauwecker, Timothy J., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Associate Professor

Seymour, Michael, M.L.A., Louisiana State University, Professor

Summerlin, Peter R., M.L.A., Louisiana State University, Assistant Professor

Walker, Jason B., M.L.A., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Associate Professor

**Plant and Soil Sciences**

Babiker, Ebrahiem M., Ph.D., Washington State University, Research Geneticist/ Lead Scientist USDA-ARS

Bachman, Gary R., Ph.D., Ohio State University, Associate Extension/Research Professor

Baldwin, Brian S., Ph.D., New Mexico State University, Professor

Bararpour, M. T., Ph.D., University of Arkansas, Assistant Extension/Research Professor

Barickman, T. Casey, Ph.D., University of Tennessee, Assistant Research/Extension Professor
Graduate Faculty

Bheemanahalli, Raju, Ph.D., University of Agricultural Sciences (India), Assistant Research Professor

Bi, Guihong, Ph.D., Oregon State University, Associate Research Professor

Blythe, Eugene K., Ph.D., Auburn University, Associate Research Professor

Bond, Jason A., Ph.D., University of Arkansas, Associate Research/Extension Professor

Broderick, Shaun R., Ph.D., Ohio State University, Assistant Research/Extension Professor

Byrd, John D., Ph.D., North Carolina State University, Extension/Research Professor

Chastain, Daryl R., Ph.D., University of Georgia, Assistant Research Professor

Coker, Christine H., Ph.D., Auburn University, Associate Research Professor

Cox, Michael S., Ph.D., Louisiana State University, Professor and Graduate Coordinator

Czarnecki, Joby M., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Research Professor

DelPrince, James, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Extension Professor

Denny, Geoffrey C., Ph.D., Texas A&M University, Assistant Extension Professor

Dodds, Darrin M., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Associate Extension Professor and Department Head

Dong, Hongxu, Ph.D., University of Illinois, Assistant Professor

Ebelhar, M. Wayne, Ph.D., University of Illinois, Research Professor

Etheredge, Coleman, Ph.D., Texas A&M University, Assistant Professor

Ferguson, Jason Connor, Ph.D., University of Queensland (Australia), Assistant Professor

Fox, Amelia Ann Amy, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor

Ganapathi-Shanmugam, Shankar, Ph.D., Assistant Research Professor, Mississippi State University

Gholson, Drew M., Ph.D., Texas A&M University, Assistant Professor

Golden, Bobby R., Ph.D., University of Arkansas, Assistant Extension/Research Professor

Harkess, Richard L., Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Professor

Henry, W. Brien, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Professor and Associate Dean of the Graduate School

Irby, Jon Trenton, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Extension Professor

Kaur, Gurpreet, Ph.D. University of Missouri, Assistant Research Professor

Kingery, William L., Ph.D., Auburn University, Professor

Knight, Patricia R., Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Research Professor & Director, Coastal Horticulture Research

Kruetz, L. Jason, Ph.D., Texas A&M University, Associate Extension/Research Professor

Lang, David J., Ph.D., University of New Hampshire, Associate Professor

Larson, Erick J., Ph.D., University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Associate Extension/Research Professor

Lawrence, Benjamin, Ph.D., Cropping Systems Agronomist, Mississippi State University

Lemus, Rocky W., Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Associate Extension/Research Professor

Li, Tongyin, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor

Macoon, Bisoondat, Ph.D., University of Florida, Associate Research Professor

McCoy, Justin, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor

McCurdy, James D., Ph.D., Auburn University, Assistant Extension Professor
Meyers, Stephen L., Ph.D., North Carolina State University, Assistant Extension Professor

Morrison, Jesse I., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Research Professor

Nandula, Vijay K., Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Research Plant Physiologist, USDA-ARS

Oldham, J. Larry, Ph.D., University of Minnesota, Extension Professor

Peterson, Daniel G., Ph.D., Colorado State University, Professor

Pieralisi, Brian Kimbrell, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor

Reddy, K. Raja, Ph.D., Sri Venkateswara University, Research Professor

Redoña, Edilberto, Ph.D., University of California-Davis, Research Professor (DREC)

Reynolds, Daniel B., Ph.D., Oklahoma State University, Professor & Endowed Chair

Rushing, J. Brett, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Research/Extension Professor

Scheffler, Jodi A., Ph.D., University of Wisconsin-Madison, Research Plant Geneticist, USDA-ARS

Shankle, Mark W., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Research Professor

Shaw, David R., Ph.D., Oklahoma State University, William L. Giles Distinguished Professor and Provost

Singh, Gurbir, Ph.D., Southern Illinois University, Assistant Research Professor

Singh Dhillon, Jagmandeep, Ph.D., Oklahoma State University, Assistant Professor

Snyder, Richard G., Ph.D., Cornell University, Extension/Research Professor

Stafne, Eric T., Ph.D., University of Arkansas, Associate Extension Professor

Stetina, Sallianna R., Ph.D., Louisiana State University, Research Plant Pathologist, USDA-ARS

Stewart, Barry R., Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Associate Professor

Tseng, Te-Ming (Paul), Ph.D., University of Arkansas, Assistant Professor

Varco, Jac J., Ph.D., University of Kentucky, Professor and Endowed Chair

Wallace, Teddy P., Ph.D., Texas A&M University, Associate Professor

Warburton, Marilyn Louise, Ph.D., University of California-Davis, Research Geneticist USDA-ARS

Williams, W. Paul, Ph.D., North Carolina State University, Supervisory Research Geneticist/Research Leader, USDA-ARS

Wilson, Jeffrey C., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor

Zurweller, Brendan, Ph.D., University of Florida, Assistant Professor

**Poultry Science**

Beck, Mary M., Ph. D., University of Maryland, Professor and Department Head

Kiess, Aaron S., Ph.D., West Virginia University, Associate Professor

Peebles, E. David, Ph.D., North Carolina State University, Professor

Ramachandran, Reshma, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Research Professor

Sukumaran, Anuraj, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Research Professor

Tabler, Thomas, Ph.D., University of Arkansas, Extension Professor

Wamsley, Kelley G. S., Ph.D., West Virginia University, Associate Professor and Graduate Coordinator

Wells, Jessica B., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Clinical/Extension Professor

Zhai, Wei, Ph.D., Purdue University, Assistant Professor
Zhang, Li, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Research Professor

**COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, ART, AND DESIGN**

**School of Architecture**

Callender, Jassen, M.F.A., University of Minnesota, Associate Professor, and Interim Director, School of Architecture (Director, Jackson Center)

Gines, Jacob A., M.Arch., University of Utah, Assistant Professor

Gregory, Alexis Denise, R.A., M.Arch., Clemson University, Associate Professor

Hall, Greg G., Ph.D., University of Hong Kong, Associate Dean and Professor

Herrmann, Hans C., R.A., M.Arch., Clemson University, Associate Professor

Lopez Barrera, Silvina, R.A., M.Arch., University of Iowa, Assistant Professor

Perkes, David, R.A., M.Arch., University of Utah, Professor and Director, Gulf Coast Community Design Studio

Poros, John, R.A., M.Arch., Harvard University GSD, Professor

**Art**

Bostic, Alexander, M.A., Syracuse University, Associate Professor

Bourgeois, Angi E., Ph.D., Emory University, Professor and Dean of College of Architecture, Art, and Design

Callander, Neil, M.F.A., Rutgers University, Assistant Professor

Campbell, Critz, M.F.D., Parnham College (UK), Associate Professor

Funderburk, T. Brent, M.F.A., East Carolina University, Giles Distinguished Professor

Gootee, Marita, M.F.A., Indiana University, Professor

Haupt, Jeffrey, M.F.A., Indiana University, Professor and Associate Dean

Lippillo, Dominic, M.F.A., Ohio University, Assistant Professor

Long, Robert J., M.F.A., Clemson University, Professor

Martin, Gregory, M.F.A., Claremont Graduate University, Assistant Professor

McCourt, Tim, M.F.A., University of Southern California, Professor

Mixon, Jamie B., B.A., Mississippi State University, Professor

Ngoh, Soon Ee, M.F.A., University of Massachusetts, Professor

Powney, Jeralyn Suzanne, M.F.A., University of Houston, Associate Professor

Seckinger, Linda K., M.F.A., Arizona State University, Professor

**Design**

Crumpton, Amy E., M.S., University of Tennessee, Associate Professor

Miller, Beth R., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Professor & Director, Interior Design

Riehm, William, M.S., University of Nebraska, Assistant Professor

**COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES**

**Anthropology and Middle Eastern Cultures**

Hardin, James W., Ph.D., University of Arizona, Associate Professor

Hoffman, David M., Ph.D., University of Colorado, Associate Professor

Ilahiane, Hsain, Ph.D., University of Arizona, Professor and Head
Lambert, Shawn, Ph.D., University of Oklahoma, Assistant Professor

McClellan, Kate, Ph.D., University of Michigan, Assistant Professor

Miller, Darcy Shane, Ph.D., University of Arizona, Associate Professor

Osterholtz, Anna J., Ph.D., University of Nevada, Assistant Professor

Peacock, Evan, Ph.D., University of Sheffield, Professor

Tijerina, Milena Melo, Ph.D., University of Texas-San Antonio, Assistant Professor

Williams, Karen G., Ph.D., City University of New York, Assistant Professor

Zuckerman, Molly K., Ph.D., Emory University, Associate Professor and Graduate Coordinator

**Biological Sciences**

Ballinger, Matthew, Ph.D., New York University, Assistant Professor

Barton, Brandon, Ph.D., Yale University, Assistant Professor

Brooks, Christopher P., Ph.D., University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, Associate Professor

Brown, Lewis R., Ph.D., Louisiana State University, Research Professor

Brown, Matthew W., Ph.D., University of Arkansas, Assistant Professor

Counterman, Brian A., Ph.D., Duke University, Associate Professor

Dapper, Amy, Ph.D., Indiana University, Assistant Professor

Dawe, Angus L., Ph.D., University of Tennessee, Professor and Department Head

Ervin, Gary N., Ph.D., University of Alabama, Professor

Folk, Ryan, Ph.D., Ohio State University, Assistant Professor

French, William Todd, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Associate Professor

Gordon, Donna M., Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine, Associate Professor and Graduate Coordinator, GBIO

Gout, Jean Francois, Ph.D., University Lyon, Assistant Professor

Jordan, Heather, Ph.D., University of Tennessee, Assistant Professor

Klink, Vincent, Ph.D., University of Maryland, Associate Professor

Lawton, Andrew, Ph.D., Yale University, Assistant Professor

Li, Ling, Ph.D., Iowa State University, Assistant Professor

Liu, Bin, Ph.D., Ohio State University, Assistant Research Professor

Munn, Giselle Thibaudeau, Ph.D., University of Kansas, Professor and Associate Dean

Outlaw, Diana C., Ph.D., University of Memphis, Associate Professor

Range, Ryan C., Ph.D., Duke University, Assistant Professor

Reichert, Nancy A., Ph.D., New Mexico State University, Professor

Thornton, Justin A., Ph.D., University of Mississippi Medical Center, Associate Professor and Graduate Coordinator

Wang, Ying, Ph.D., Ohio State University, Assistant Professor

Welch, Mark E., Ph.D., Indiana University, Associate Professor

**Chemistry**

Creutz, Sidney, Ph.D., California Institute of Technology, Assistant Professor
Cui, Xin, Ph.D., University of Science and Technology of China, Assistant Professor

Emerson, Joseph P., Ph.D., University of Georgia, Associate Professor and Graduate Coordinator

Fitzkee, Nicholas C., Ph.D., Johns Hopkins University, Associate Professor

Gwaltney, Steven R., Ph.D., University of Florida, Professor

Hollis, T. Keith, Ph.D., University of Chicago, Associate Professor

Misna, Debra Ann, PhD., University of Texas-Austin, Assistant Professor

Misna, Todd E., Ph.D., University of Texas-Austin, Professor

Montiel, Virginia, Ph.D., University of York, Assistant Professor

Munoz, Miguel, Ph.D., National Autonomous University of Mexico, Associate Professor

Patrick, Amanda, Ph.D., University of Florida, Assistant Professor

Scott, Colleen N., Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh, Assistant Professor

Smith, Dennis W., Jr., Ph.D., University of Florida, Professor and Department Head

Stokes, Sean L., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Clinical Professor

Webster, Charles Edwin, Ph.D., University of Florida, Professor

Wipf, David O., Ph.D., Indiana University, Professor

Zhang, Dongmao, Ph.D., Purdue University, Professor

Classical & Modern Languages and Literatures

Arroyo, Silvia, Ph.D., University of Colorado, Associate Professor (Spanish)

Bartera, Salvador, Ph.D., University of Virginia, Assistant Professor (Classics)

Clark, Mark E., Ph.D., Indiana University, Associate Professor (Classics)

Corrigan, Peter L., Ph.D., Cornell University, Professor and Department Head (Classics)

Davisson, Brian M., Ph.D., University of California-Davis, Associate Professor (Spanish) and Graduate Coordinator

DiGiulio, Scott J., Ph.D., Brown University, Assistant Professor (Classics)

Gray, Sally H., Ph.D., University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, Associate Professor (German)

Harland, Robert J. E., Ph.D. University of Wales, Associate Professor (Spanish)

Joo, Fumiko, Ph.D., University of Chicago, Assistant Professor (Asian Studies)

Moser, Keith A., Ph.D., University of Tennessee, Professor (French)

Moser, Kelly, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor (Spanish)

Pelaez, Sol I., Ph.D., State University of New York at Buffalo, Assistant Professor (Spanish)

Potter, Edward T., Ph.D., University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, Associate Professor (German)

Simpore, Karim, Ph.D., University of Louisiana-Lafayette, Associate Professor (French)

Wolverton, Robert E., Ph.D., University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, Professor (Classics)

Zelaya, Karina, Ph.D., University of California-Davis, Assistant Professor (Spanish)

Communication

Clevinger, Donna L., Ph.D., University of Michigan, Professor

Fisher, Melody, Ph.D., University of Southern Mississippi, Associate Professor and Graduate Coordinator
Forde, John E., Ph.D., University of Southern Mississippi, Professor
Hernandez, Terri, Ph.D., Texas Tech University, Assistant Professor
Likes, Terrence, Ph.D., University of Kentucky, Professor and Department Head
Loehwing, Melanie, Ph.D., Indiana University, Associate Professor
Matheny, James, M.F.A., University of Louisville, Assistant Professor
Nicholson, John H., Ph.D., University of Iowa, Associate Professor
Page, Tyler, Ph.D., University of Maryland, Assistant Professor
Poe, Philip, Ph.D., Texas Tech University, Associate Professor
Roussin, Wendy K., M.F.A., Indiana State University, Associate Professor
Seitz, Holli H., Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania, Assistant Professor
Smith, Glenn (Pete), Ph.D., University of Southern Mississippi, Associate Professor
Stockstill, William, M.F.A., University of Southern Mississippi, Assistant Professor
Strout, Lawrence N., Ph.D., Florida State University, Associate Professor
Williams, Kevin D., Ph.D., University of Georgia, Associate Professor

English
Anderson, Thomas P., Ph.D., Vanderbilt University, Professor and Associate Dean
Atkinson, Theodore B., Ph.D., Louisiana State University, Associate Professor
Claggett, Shalyn R., Ph.D., Vanderbilt University, Associate Professor and Graduate Coordinator
DeGabriele, Peter, PhD., State University of New York at Buffalo, Associate Professor
Dodds, Lara A., Ph.D., Brown University, Associate Professor
Flowers, Katherine, Ph.D., University of Illinois, Assistant Professor
Hagenston, Becky, M.F.A., University of Arizona, Professor
Herd, Wendy, Ph.D., University of Kansas, Associate Professor
Johnson, Holly, Ph.D., University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, Professor
Kardos, Michael P., Ph.D., University of Missouri, Professor
Kelley, James B., Ph.D., University of Tulsa, Professor
Little, Matthew W., Ph.D., University of Chicago, Associate Professor
Lyons, Richard, Ph.D., University of Houston, Professor
Marsh, Kelly, Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University, Professor
Miller, Elizabeth, Ph.D., University of Maryland, Assistant Professor
O'Neill, Bonnie C., Ph.D., Washington University, Associate Professor
Pierce, Catherine, Ph.D., University of Missouri, Professor
Pizer, Ginger B., Ph.D., University of Texas-Austin, Associate Professor
Punday, Daniel, Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University, Professor and Department Head
Shaffer, Donald M., Ph.D., University of Chicago, Associate Professor
Smith, Megan, Ph.D., Michigan State University, Assistant Professor
Spain, Andrea, Ph.D., State University of New York at Buffalo, Associate Professor
Thorat, Dhanashree, Ph.D., University of Florida, Assistant Professor
Vivier, Eric D., Ph.D., University of Wisconsin-Madison, Assistant Professor
West, Robert M., Ph.D., University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, Professor

Geosciences
Ambinakudige, Shrinidhi S., Ph.D., Florida State University, Associate Professor
Brown, Michael E., Ph.D., University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, Professor
Clary, Renee M., Ph.D., Louisiana State University, Professor
Cooke, William H., III, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Professor
Crane Warden, Kelsey, Ph.D., University of Georgia, Assistant Professor
Dash, Padmanava, Ph.D., Louisiana State University, Assistant Professor
Dyer, Jamie L., Ph.D., University of Georgia, Professor
Fitzpatrick, Patrick J., Ph.D., Colorado State University, Associate Research Professor
Fraza, Erik, Ph.D., Florida State University, Assistant Clinical Professor
Fuhrmann, Christopher M., Ph.D., University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, Assistant Professor
Gabitov, Rinat I., Ph.D., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Assistant Professor
Gabriel, Nathaniel J., Ph.D., Rutgers University, Assistant Professor
Gutter, Barrett F., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Clinical Professor
Haney, Christa, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Clinical Professor
Kirkland, Brenda L., Ph.D., Louisiana State University, Professor
Lalk, Sarah, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Clinical Professor
Meng, Qingmin, Ph.D., University of Georgia, Peking University (China), Assistant Professor
Mercer, Andrew E., Ph.D., University of Oklahoma, Associate Professor and Graduate Coordinator
Nagel, Althena, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Clinical Professor
Paul, Varun G., Ph.D., Missouri University of Science & Technology, Assistant Professor
Rodgers, John C., III, Ph.D., University of Georgia, Professor and Department Head
Samson, Scott A., University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Extension Professor
Schmitz, Darrel W., Ph.D., Texas A&M University, Professor
Sherman-Morris, Kathleen, Ph.D., Florida State University, Associate Professor
Skarke, Adam, Ph.D., University of Delaware, Assistant Professor
Williams, Brian, Ph.D., University of Georgia, Assistant Professor
Wood, Kimberly M., Ph.D., University of Arizona, Assistant Professor

History
Barbier, M. Kathryn, Ph.D., University of Southern Mississippi, Professor
Bates, Toby Glenn, Ph.D., University of Mississippi, Associate Professor
Brain, Stephen C., Ph.D., University of California-Berkeley, Associate Professor
Damms, Richard V., Ph.D., Ohio State University, Associate Professor
Freeman, Stephanie L., Ph.D., University of Virginia, Assistant Professor
Giesen, James C., Ph.D., University of Georgia, Associate Professor
Hay, William Anthony, Ph.D., University of Virginia, Professor
Hersey, Mark D., Ph.D., University of Kansas, Associate Professor
Hui, Alexandra E., Ph.D., University of California-Los Angeles, Associate Professor
Lang, Andrew F., Ph.D., Rice University, Associate Professor and Graduate Coordinator
Lavine, Matthew B., Ph.D., University of Wisconsin-Madison, Associate Professor
Marcus, Alan I., Ph.D., University of Cincinnati, William L. Giles Distinguished Professor and Department Head
Marshall, Anne E., Ph.D., University of Georgia, Associate Professor
Messer, Peter C., Ph.D., Rutgers University, Associate Professor
Orsini, David, Ph.D., University of Michigan, Assistant Professor
Osman, Julia, Ph.D., University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, Associate Professor
Ridner, Judith A., Ph.D., College of William and Mary, Professor
Robinson, Morgan, Ph.D., Princeton University, Assistant Professor
Snyder, Christopher A., Ph.D., Emory University, Professor and Dean, Honors College
Soares, Leigh A., Ph.D., Northwestern University, Assistant Professor
Thompson, Courtney, Ph.D., Yale University, Assistant Professor
Thompson, Joseph M., Ph.D., University of Virginia, Assistant Professor
Wu, Shu-Hui, Ph.D., Free University of Berlin, Professor

Mathematics and Statistics
Dang, Dinh H., Ph.D., HoChiMinh City University, Professor (Mathematics)
Dobson, Edward T., Ph.D., Louisiana State University, Professor (Mathematics)
DuBien, Janice, Ph.D., Oklahoma State University, Associate Professor (Statistics)
Fabel, Paul, Ph.D., University of Texas-Austin, Associate Professor (Mathematics)
Kim, Seongjai, Ph.D., Purdue University, Professor (Mathematics)
Lim, Hyeona, Ph.D., Michigan State University, Associate Professor (Mathematics)
Liu, Yuan, Ph.D., University of Notre Dame, Assistant Professor (Mathematics)
McBride, Matthew S., Ph.D., Purdue University, Assistant Professor (Mathematics)
Miller, T. Len, Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Professor (Mathematics)
Miller, Vivien G., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Professor (Mathematics)
Neumann, Michael M., Ph.D., University of Saarbrucken (West Germany), Professor (Mathematics)
Oppenheimer, Seth F., Ph.D., University of Texas-Austin, Professor (Mathematics)
Patil, Prakash N., Ph.D., University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, Associate Professor (Statistics)
Qian, Chuanxi, Ph.D., University of Rhode Island, Professor (Mathematics)
Razzaghi, Mohsen, Ph.D., University of Sussex (England), Professor (Mathematics) and Department Head

Sepehrifar, Mohammad, Ph.D., University of Central Florida, Assistant Professor (Statistics) and Graduate Coordinator

Smith, Robert C., Ph.D., University of Arkansas, Associate Professor (Mathematics)

Woody, Jonathan R., Ph.D., Clemson University, Assistant Professor (Statistics)

Wu, Tung-Lung, Ph.D., University of Manitoba, Assistant Professor (Statistics)

Xu, Xiangsheng, Ph.D., University of Texas-Austin, Professor (Mathematics)

Yarahmadian, Shantia, Ph.D., Indiana University, Associate Professor (Mathematics)

Zhang, Xu, Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Assistant Professor (Mathematics)

Zhou, Qian, Ph.D., University of Waterloo (Canada), Assistant Professor

Philosophy and Religion

Bickle, John, Ph.D., University of California-Irvine, Professor (Philosophy) and Department Head

Boyce, Kristin, Ph.D., University of Chicago, Assistant Professor (Philosophy)

Bruno, Michael George, Ph.D., University of Arizona, Assistant Professor (Philosophy)

Clifford, Michael R., Ph.D., Vanderbilt University, Professor (Philosophy)

Hall, Alicia, Ph.D., University of Minnesota, Assistant Professor (Philosophy)

Holt, D. Lynn, Ph.D., Vanderbilt University, Professor (Philosophy)

Moffatt, Barton, Ph.D., University of Minnesota, Associate Professor (Philosophy)

Thompson, James Robert, Ph.D., Washington University in St. Louis, Associate Professor (Philosophy)

Witt, Joseph D., Ph.D., University of Florida, Assistant Professor (Religion)

Wylie, Danielle, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin-Madison, Assistant Professor (Philosophy)

Physics and Astronomy

Afanasjev, Anatoli, Ph.D., Latvian Academy of Sciences; Latvian State University, Professor

Ariunbold, Gombojav, Ph.D., Texas A&M University, Assistant Professor

Arnoldus, Hendrik F., Ph.D., Utrecht University, Professor and Graduate Coordinator

Clay, R. Torsten, Ph.D., University of Illinois, Professor

Crider, Benjamin, Ph.D., University of Kentucky, Assistant Professor

Dunne, James A., Ph.D., The American University, Professor

Dutta, Dipangkar, Ph.D., Northwestern University, Professor

El Fassi, Lamiaa, Ph.D., Mohammed V University (Morocco), Assistant Professor

Kim, Seong-Gon, Ph.D., Michigan State University, Professor

Novotny, Mark A., Ph.D., Stanford University, Professor and Department Head

Pierce, Donna M., Ph.D., University of Maryland, Associate Professor

Pradhan, Prabhakar, Ph.D., Indian Institute of Science, Assistant Professor

Rupak Lan Tai Moong, Gautam, Ph.D., University of Washington, Associate Professor

Tanner, Angelle M., Ph.D., University of California-Los Angeles, Associate Professor

Waggoner, Charles A., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Deputy Director, Institute for Clean Energy Technology and Research Professor
Wang, Chuji, Ph.D., University of Science and Technology of China, Professor

Wang, Kun, Ph.D., University of Georgia, Assistant Professor

Winger, Jeffry A., Ph.D., Iowa State University, Professor

Ye, Jinwu, Ph.D., Yale University, Professor

Political Science and Public Administration

Abutabenjeh, Sawsan, Ph.D., Old Dominion University, Assistant Professor

Banerjee, Vasabjit, Ph.D., Indiana University, Assistant Professor

Chamberlain, James A., Ph.D., University of Washington, Assistant Professor

Dimitrijevska-Markoski, Tamara, Ph.D., University of Central Florida, Assistant Professor

French, P. Edward, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Professor, Department Head

Holmes, Carolyn E., Ph.D., Indiana University, Assistant Professor

Merivaki, Thessalia, Ph.D., University of Florida, Assistant Professor

Nukpezah, Julius A., Ph.D., University of North Texas, Assistant Professor

Potter, Michael R., Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Associate Professor and Graduate Coordinator

Rush, Christine L., Ph.D., University of Georgia, Associate Professor

Shaffer, Stephen D., Ph.D., Ohio State University, Professor

Shoup, Brian D., Ph.D., Indiana University, Associate Professor

Stanisevski, Dragan, Ph.D., Florida Atlantic University, Associate Professor

Tkach, Benjamin, Ph.D., Texas A&M University, Assistant Professor

Travis, Rick, Ph.D., University of Georgia, Professor and Dean of College of Arts & Sciences

Psychology

Adams-Price, Carolyn E., Ph.D., West Virginia University, Associate Professor

Armstrong, Kevin J., Ph.D., Illinois Institute of Technology, Associate Professor and Graduate Coordinator

Berman, Mitchell E., Ph.D., Kent State University, Professor and Department Head

Bradshaw, Gary L., Ph.D., Carnegie Mellon University, Professor

DeShong, Hilary L., Ph.D., Oklahoma State University, Assistant Professor

Dozier, Mary E., Ph.D., San Diego State University, Assistant Professor

Eakin, Deborah K., Ph.D., University of Kansas, Associate Professor

Jarosz, Andrew F., Ph.D., University of Illinois-Chicago, Assistant Professor

Karimi, Hossein, Ph.D., University of California-Davis, Assistant Professor

McKinney, Cliff, Ph.D., University of Central Florida, Associate Professor

McMillen, Robert, Ph.D., University of Georgia, Professor

Moss, Jarrod, Ph.D., Carnegie Mellon University, Associate Professor

Nadorff, Danielle K., Ph.D., West Virginia University, Assistant Professor

Nadorff, Michael R., Ph.D., West Virginia University, Associate Professor

Oliveros, Arazais, Ph.D., University of Central Florida, Assistant Professor
Graduate Faculty

Pratte, Michael S., Ph.D., University of Missouri, Assistant Professor
Sinclair, H. Colleen, Ph.D., University of Minnesota, Associate Professor
Soares, Julia, Ph.D., University of California-Santa Cruz, Assistant Professor
Stafford, Emily S.H., Ph.D., Auburn University, Assistant Professor
Wilson, Rodney T., Fuller Graduate School of Psychology, Assistant Professor
Winer, Eric Samuel, Ph.D., University of Illinois-Chicago, Associate Professor

Sociology

Allison, Rachel, Ph.D., University of Illinois-Chicago, Assistant Professor
Barranco, Raymond Edward, Ph.D., Louisiana State University, Assistant Professor
Boyd, Robert L., Ph.D., University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, Professor
Brown, Dustin C., Ph.D., University of Texas-Austin, Assistant Professor
Cook, Amanda P., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor
Cosby, Arthur G., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Giles Distinguished Professor; Director, Social Science Research Center (SSRC)
Cruden, Adele, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Professor
Hagerman, Margaret Ann, Ph.D., Emory University, Assistant Professor and Graduate Coordinator
Haynes, Stacy H., Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University, Associate Professor
Johnson, Kecia R., Ph.D., North Carolina State University, Assistant Professor
Kelly, Kimberly C., Ph.D., University of Georgia, Associate Professor
King, Sanna, Ph.D., University of Hawai‘i, Assistant Professor
Leap, Braden T., Ph.D., University of Missouri, Assistant Professor
May, David C., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Professor
McKinley, Kenya Y., Ph.D., University of Georgia, Assistant Professor
Parisi, Domenico, Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University, Professor
Peterson, Lindsey, Ph.D., Ohio State University, Assistant Professor
Pilkinton, Melinda Walls, Ph.D., Jackson State University, Associate Professor
Rader, Nicole E., Ph.D., Southern Illinois University, Professor and Department Head
Ralston, Margaret L., Ph.D., University of Missouri, Assistant Professor
Robertson, Angela A., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Research Professor
Sutton, Tara, E., Ph.D., University of Georgia, Assistant Professor
Swindell, Marian L., Ph.D., University of Alabama, Associate Professor
Thompson, Diego, Ph.D., Iowa State University, Assistant Professor

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

Adkerson School of Accountancy

Addy, Noel D., Ph.D., C.P.A., University of Florida, Associate Professor
Berglund, Nathan R., Ph.D., C.P.A., Oklahoma State University, Assistant Professor
Ennis, Kevin L., Ph.D. C.P.A., C.M.A., Jackson State University, Associate Professor
Herring, Clyde, Ph.D., C.P.A., University of Alabama, Associate Clinical Professor

Hunt, Emily, Ph.D., University of Arkansas, Assistant Professor

Hunt, Joshua, Ph.D., University of Arkansas, Assistant Professor

Mauldin, Shawn, Ph.D., C.P.A., C.M.A., C.F.P., University of Mississippi, Professor and Director

Stancill, Alan, Ph.D., C.P.A., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Assistant Professor

Trinkle, Brad S., Ph.D., C.I.S.A., University of Alabama, Assistant Professor

Walker, A. Kelly, J.D., University of Alabama, LL.M., University of Florida, Assistant Clinical Professor and Graduate Coordinator

Finance and Economics

Blank, Douglas Brian, II, Ph.D., University of Tennessee, Assistant Professor (Finance)

Campbell, Randall C., Ph.D., Louisiana State University, Professor (Economics)

Cline, Brandon N., Ph.D., University of Alabama, Associate Professor (Finance) and John Nutie and Edie Dowdle Professor of Finance, Co-Director of the Institute for Market Studies, and Graduate Coordinator (Finance)

González Lozano, Heriberto, Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh, Assistant Clinical Professor (Economics)

Highfield, Michael J., Ph.D., CFA, CTP, University of Kentucky, Professor (Finance), Warren Chair of Real Estate Finance

Kennedy, Kendall J., Ph.D., Purdue University, Assistant Professor (Economics)

Li, Cheng, Ph.D., University of Miami, Assistant Professor (Economics)

Liano, Kartono, Ph.D., University of Alabama, Professor (Finance)

Miller, Thomas W., Jr., Ph.D., University of Washington, Professor (Finance) and Lee Chair of Financial Institutions and Consumer Finance

Orozco-Aleman, Sandra L., Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh, Associate Professor (Economics)

Rogers, Kevin E., Ph.D., University of Georgia, Professor (Economics) and Paul and Mary Jo Karre Associate Dean, College of Business

Roskelley, Kenneth D., Ph.D., University of Arizona, Professor (Finance) and Renasant Bank Faculty Fellow in Finance

Spurlin, William Paul II, Ph.D., University of Mississippi, Associate Professor (Finance)

Taboada, Alvaro G., Ph.D., CFA, Ohio State University, Associate Professor (Finance) and BancorpSouth Professor of Finance

Thomas, M. Kathleen, Ph.D., Georgia State University, Professor (Economics) and Department Head

Williamson, Claudia R., Ph.D., West Virginia University, Associate Professor (Economics), Co-Director of the Institute for Market Studies and Graduate Coordinator

Wiseman, Travis, Ph.D., West Virginia University, Assistant Clinical Professor (Economics) & Director of the International Business Program

Management and Information Systems

Chrisman, James J., Ph.D., University of Georgia, Professor (Management) and Department Head

Long, Rebecca G., Ph.D., Louisiana State University, Professor (Management)

Marett, Kent, Ph.D., Florida State University, Associate Professor (Information Systems)

Marler, Laura, D.B.A., Louisiana Tech University, Associate Professor (Management)

McLarty, Benjamin D., Ph.D., Louisiana State University, Assistant Professor (Management)

Medina, Michele, Ph.D., Ph.D., University of North Texas, Assistant Professor (Management)

Oswald, Sharon L., Ph.D., University of Alabama, Professor and Dean, College of Business

Otondo, Robert F., Ph.D., Arizona State University, Associate Professor (Information Systems) and Graduate Coordinator
Shin, Seungjae, Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh, Professor (Information Systems)

Sikolia, David, Ph.D., Oklahoma State University, Assistant Clinical Professor (Information Systems)

Singh, Kulraj, Ph.D., University of Memphis, Assistant Professor (Management)

Soleimanof, Sohrab, Ph.D., Oklahoma State University, Assistant Professor (Management)

Templeton, Gary F., Ph.D., Auburn University, Associate Professor (Information Systems)

Vardaman, James M., Ph.D., University of Memphis, Associate Professor (Management)

Warkentin, Merrill, Ph.D., University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Professor (Information Systems) and Graduate Coordinator

Marketing, Quantitative Analysis, and Business Law

Adams, Frank G., Ph.D., University of Alabama, Assistant Professor (Marketing)

Breazeale, Michael J., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor (Marketing)

Collier, Joel E., Ph.D., University of Memphis, Professor (Marketing)

Esmark, Carol Lee, Ph.D., University of Tennessee, Assistant Professor (Marketing)

Faello, Joseph, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor

Farmer, Robert Adam, Ph.D., University of Kentucky, Assistant Professor (Marketing)

France, Stephen, Ph.D., Rutgers University, Assistant Professor (Quantitative Analysis)

Hill, William Wesley II, Ph.D., University of Alabama, Associate Professor and Division Head (Marketing)

Lueg, Jason E., Ph.D., University of Alabama, Professor (Marketing)

McNeil, Stacey, Ph.D., Jackson State University, Assistant Professor

Moore, Melissa, Ph.D., University of Connecticut, Professor (Marketing) and Department Head

Moore, Robert S., Ph.D., University of Connecticut, Professor (Marketing)

Ponder, Nicole, Ph.D., University of Alabama, Professor (Marketing) and Director of Graduate Studies in Business

Qu, Yingge, Ph.D., Georgia State University, Assistant Professor

Shanahan, Kevin J., Ph.D., New Mexico State University, Associate Professor (Marketing)

Wang, Xinchang, Ph.D., Georgia Institute of Technology, Ph.D., National University of Singapore, Assistant Professor (Quantitative Analysis)

Young, Carlton Chenault, Ph.D., University of Alabama-Birmingham, Associate Professor

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

Counseling, Educational Psychology, and Foundations

Abernathy, Larry Ty, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Associate Research Professor

Ahonle, Zaccheus, Ph.D., University of Texas-Austin, Assistant Professor

Bates-Brantley, Kayla, Ph.D., University of Southern Mississippi, Assistant Professor

Borgen, John, Ph.D., Nova Southeastern University, Assistant Professor

Cutts, Qiana M., Ph.D., Georgia State University, Assistant Professor

Dooley, Katherine, Ph.D., University of Alabama, Professor

Elder, Anastasia D., Ph.D., University of Michigan, Professor

Gadke, Daniel L., Ph.D., Illinois State University, Associate Professor, Graduate Coordinator (EPY), Department Head

Gallo, Katarzyna Z., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor
Goldberg, Rebecca M., Ph.D., University of Florida, Associate Professor

Hall, Kimberly Renee, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Professor

Henington, Carlen, Ph.D., Texas A&M University, Professor

Justice, Cheryl A., Ph.D., University of Mississippi, Associate Professor

Karami, Sareh, Ph.D., Purdue University, Assistant Professor

Looby, Eugenie J., Ph.D., University of Georgia, Professor

Mazahreh, Laith G., Ph.D., University of Mississippi, Associate Professor

McCleon, Tawny E., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Associate Professor

Palmer, Charles D., Ph.D., University of Arkansas, Associate Professor and Graduate Coordinator (COE)

Prince, Debra L., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Associate Professor

Ripple, Hailey E., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor

Smith, Hallie, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor

Stratton-Gadke, Kasee K., Ph.D., Central Michigan University, Associate Professor

Suddeath, Eric, Ph.D., University of Mississippi, Assistant Professor

Wei, Tianlan (Elaine), Ph.D., Texas Tech University, Associate Professor

Wildmon, Mark, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor

Windham, Melissa, Ph.D., Regent University, Assistant Clinical Professor

Wolverton, Robert E., Jr., Ed.D., Mississippi State University, Professor

Wozny, Darren A., Ph.D., Iowa State University, Professor

Xu, Jianzhong, Ed.D., Columbia University, Professor

**Curriculum, Instruction, and Special Education**

Alley, Kathleen M., Ph.D., University of South Florida, Associate Professor

Anthony, Kenneth V., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Associate Professor

Binford, Paul E., Ph.D., Indiana University, Associate Professor

Brenner, Devon G., Ph.D., Michigan State University, Professor

Coffey, Kenneth, Ed.D., University of Alabama, Professor

Cornelious, Linda F., Ph.D., Florida State University, Professor and Department Head

Devlin, Sandy D., Ed.D., University of Alabama, Professor and Graduate Coordinator (Special Education)

Fondren, Kellie, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor

Franz, Dana, Ph.D., Texas A&M University, Professor

Hanna, Tania, Ph.D., University of Southern Mississippi, Assistant Clinical Professor

Hopper, Peggy F., Ph.D., University of Tennessee, Professor and Graduate Coordinator (Secondary Education)

Javorsky, Kristin, Ph.D., University of Nebraska, Assistant Professor

Jayroe, Teresa, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Professor and Associate Dean

Leffler, Jeffrey, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor

Lemley, Stephanie M., Ph.D. University of South Florida, Associate Professor
Lindsey, Gail, Ed.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Clinical Professor
Miller, Nicole C., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Associate Professor
Ratliff, Lindon, Ph.D., University of Mississippi, Associate Professor
Robichaux-Davis, Rebecca R., Ph.D., Auburn University, Professor and Graduate Coordinator (Elementary Education)
Walker, Ryan M., Ph.D., University of Arkansas, Associate Professor
Zhbanova, Ksenia, Ed.D., University of Northern Iowa, Assistant Professor

Educational Leadership
Blackbourn, Richard L., Ed.D., Mississippi State University, Professor and Dean, College of Education
Coats, Linda T., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Professor
Fincher, Mark Edward, Ph.D., University of North Texas, Associate Professor
Flanigan Operton, Rosalind, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Clinical Professor
Hailey, Leigh Ann, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Clinical Professor
King, Stephanie B., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Associate Professor and Graduate Coordinator
Labat, Myron, Ph.D., University of Southern Mississippi, Associate Professor
Molina, Danielle K., Ph.D., University of Michigan, Associate Professor
Moyen, Eric A., Ph.D., University of Kentucky, Associate Professor and Department Head
Wallin, Penny K., Ed.D., University of Southern Mississippi, Associate Professor
White, Carol Cutler, Ph.D., North Carolina State University, Assistant Professor
Williams, Frankie, Ph.D., University of South Carolina, Clinical Professor

Instructional Systems and Workforce Development
Adams, James H., Ed.D., Oklahoma State University, Professor
Beriswill, Joanne E., Ph.D., Indiana University, Associate Professor
Bracey, Pamela K., Ph.D., University of North Texas, Associate Professor
Francom, Gregory, Ph.D., University of Georgia, Assistant Clinical Professor
Lee, Sang Joon, Ph.D., University of Georgia, Associate Professor
Okojie, Mabel C.P.O., Ph.D., Ohio State University, Professor
Patole, Swapnil, Ph.D., Lamar University, Assistant Professor
Sun, Yan, Ph.D., Purdue University, Assistant Professor
Wyatt, John E., Ph.D., Southampton Institute, Associate Professor
Yu, Chien, Ph.D., Ohio State University, Professor and Graduate Coordinator
Yu, Wei-Chieh (Wayne), Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor

Kinesiology
Agiovlasitis, Stamatis, Ph.D., Oregon State University, Associate Professor
Brown, Stanley P., Ph.D., University of Southern Mississippi, Professor and Department Head
Chander, Harish, Ph.D., University of Mississippi, Associate Professor
Chen, Chih-Chia, Ph.D., Arizona State University, Assistant Professor
Gillen, Zachary M., Ph.D., University of Nebraska, Assistant Professor

Holmes, Megan E., Ph.D., Michigan State University, Associate Professor

Knight, Adam C., Ph.D., Auburn University, Associate Professor and Graduate Coordinator

Lamberth, John, Ph.D., University of Southern Mississippi, Associate Professor

Lee, Younghan, Ph.D., Seoul National University (Korea), Associate Professor

Lim, Soyoun, Ph.D., University of Texas-Austin, Assistant Professor

Pan, Zhujun, Ph.D., Louisiana State University, Assistant Professor

Smith, John Eric William, Ph.D., Auburn University, Associate Professor

Twietmeyer, Gregg, Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University, Associate Professor

Vickers, John Bradley, Ph.D., University of Georgia, Associate Professor

Wax, Benjamin, Jr., Ph.D., University of Mississippi, Associate Professor

Zimmerman, Matthew H., Ph.D., Indiana University, Assistant Professor

Music Education

Aarhus, Craig H., D.M.A., University of Iowa, Associate Professor

Baker, Jason, D.M.A., University of North Texas, Professor

Damm, Robert J., Ph.D., University of North Texas, Professor

Edwards-Henry, Jackie, Ph.D., University of Oklahoma, Professor

Fontaine, Jeanette, D.M.A., University of Alabama, Assistant Professor

Kopetz, Barry E., D.M.E., Indiana University, Professor and Head

Human, Richard, Jr., D.A., Ball State University, Associate Professor

Kirkland, Anthony B., D.M.A., University of Maryland, Associate Professor

Lee, Christy, D.M.A., Florida State University, Assistant Clinical Professor

Packwood, Gary D., D.M.A., Louisiana State University, Associate Professor, Director of Choral Activities, and Graduate Coordinator

Ryan, Ross M., Ph.D., University of Illinois, Associate Professor

Sebba, Rosangela Yazbec, D.M.A., University of Southern Mississippi, Professor

Sobaskie, James William, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin-Madison, Associate Professor

Taylor, Clifton D., Jr., D.M.A., University of South Carolina, Associate Professor/Associate Director of Bands

BAGLEY COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Aerospace Engineering

Baskes, Michael I., Ph.D., California Institute of Technology, Professor

Belk, Davy M., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Professor and Head

Bhatia, Manav, Ph.D., University of Washington, Assistant Professor

Cheng, Yang, Ph.D., Harbin Institute of Technology (China), Associate Professor

Janus, J. Mark, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Associate Professor and Graduate Coordinator

Jha, Ratneshwar, Ph.D., Arizona State University, Professor

Kim, Donghoon, Ph.D., Texas A&M University, Assistant Professor
Koenig, Keith, P.E., Ph.D., California Institute of Technology, Professor
Lv, Yu, Ph.D., Stanford University, Assistant Professor
Newman, James C., Jr., Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Professor & Endowed Chair
Olsen, Gregory D., Ph.D., University of Texas-Austin, Instructor
Sescu, Adrian, Ph.D., University of Toledo, Associate Professor
Sullivan, Rani W., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Associate Professor
Tian, Zhenhua, Ph.D., University of South Carolina, Assistant Professor
Weed, Richard A., Ph.D., Georgia Institute of Technology, Associate Research Professor

Agricultural and Biological Engineering
Bora, Ganesh Candra, Ph.D., Kansas State University, Associate Professor
Cathcart, Thomas P., Ph.D., University of Maryland, Professor
Chesser, Gary Daniel Jr., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor
Elder, Steven H., Ph.D., University of Michigan, Professor and Graduate Coordinator
Horton, Renita E., Ph.D., Harvard University, Assistant Research Professor
Liao, Jun, Ph.D., Cleveland State University, Assistant Professor
Linhoss, Anna C., Ph.D., University of Florida, Assistant Professor
Parajuli, Prem B., Ph.D., Kansas State University, Associate Professor
Paz, Joel O., Ph.D., Iowa State University, Associate Professor
Pote, Jonathan W., Ph.D., University of Arkansas, Professor
Prabhu, Rajkumar, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Research Professor
Priddy, Lauren B., Ph.D., Georgia Institute of Technology, Assistant Professor
Purswell, Joseph L., Ph.D., University of Kentucky, Agricultural Engineer, USDA-ARS Poultry Research Unit Lead Scientist
Simpson, Chartrisa LaShan, Ph.D., Clemson University, Assistant Professor
Srinivasan, Radhakrishnan, Ph.D., University of Illinois, Assistant Research Professor
Tagert, Mary Love M., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Research Professor
Williams, Lakiesha N., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Associate Professor
Yu, Fei, Ph.D., University of Minnesota, Associate Professor and Graduate Coordinator (Engineering)
Zhao, Yang, Ph.D., Wageningen University (The Netherlands), Assistant Professor

Biomedical Engineering
Burgreen, Greg W., Ph.D., Old Dominion University, Associate Research Professor
Cathcart, Thomas P., Ph.D., University of Maryland, Professor
Cooper, Robert C., D.V.M., Auburn University, Professor
Elder, Steven H., Ph.D., University of Michigan, Professor and Graduate Coordinator
King, Roger L., Ph.D., University of Wales, Professor and Director, CAVS
McLaughlin, Ron, D.V.M., University of Missouri, Professor
Ryan, Peter L., Ph.D., University of Guelph, Professor, Executive Vice Provost, and Dean of the Graduate School
To, Filip Suminto D., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Associate Professor

School of Chemical Engineering

Amirlatifi, Amin, Ph.D., Missouri University of Science and Technology, Assistant Professor

Bricka, R. Mark, Ph.D., Purdue University, Associate Professor

Elmore, Billy B., Ph.D., University of Arkansas, Director, Hunter Henry Chair and Associate Professor

French, W. Todd, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Associate Professor

Heshmati, Mohammad, Ph.D., University of Wyoming, Assistant Clinical Professor

Hill, Priscilla J., Ph.D., University of Massachusetts, Associate Professor

Keith, Jason M., Ph.D., University of Notre Dame, Professor, Earnest W. Deavenport, Jr. Chair, and Dean, College of Engineering

Kundu, Santanu, Ph.D., University of Texas, Assistant Professor

Meng, Dong, Ph.D., Colorado State University, Assistant Professor

Mirabolghasemi, Maryam, Ph.D., University of Texas, Assistant Professor

Rai, Neeraj, Ph.D., University of Minnesota, Associate Professor and Graduate Coordinator

Toghiani, Hossein, Ph.D., University of Missouri, Professor & Endowed Professorship

Xiang, Yizhi, Ph.D., Zhejiang University of Technology (China), Assistant Professor

Civil and Environmental Engineering

Ermagun, Alireza, Ph.D., University of Minnesota, Assistant Professor

Freyne, Seamus F., Ph.D., P.E., University of Oklahoma, Assistant Professor

Gude, Veera Gnaneswar, Ph.D., P.D., New Mexico State University, Kelly Gene Cook, Sr. Endowed Chair and Associate Professor

Gullette, Philip M., Ph.D., P.E., University of California-Davis, Associate Professor

Howard, Isaac L., Ph.D., P.E., University of Arkansas, Materials and Construction Industries Endowed Chair and Professor

Lynn, Thomas J., Ph.D., P.E., University of South Florida, Assistant Clinical Professor

Magbanua, Benjamin S., Jr., Ph.D., P.E., Vanderbilt University, Associate Professor

Ramirez-Avila, John J., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor and Undergraduate Coordinator

Saeed Rokooei, Ph.D., University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Assistant Professor

Truax, Dennis D., Ph.D., P.E., DEE, D.WRE, F.ASCE, F.NSPE, Mississippi State University, Professor, James T. White Endowed Chair, and Department Head

Vahefidard, Farshid, Ph.D., P.E., University of Delaware, Civil and Environmental Engineering Advisory Board Endowed Professor, Associate Professor, and Graduate Coordinator

Wang, Jun, Ph.D., McMaster University, Assistant Professor

Zhang, Li, PhD., P.E., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Associate Professor

Computational Engineering

Afanasjev, Anatoli, Ph.D., Latvian Academy of Sciences; Ph.D., Latvian State University, Professor

Ball, John E., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor

Bammann, Douglas J., Ph.D., University of Illinois, Professor

Banicescu, Ioana, Ph.D., Polytechnic University, New York, Professor

Belk, Davy M., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Professor and Head, Aerospace Engineering, MSU
Bethel, Cindy L., Ph.D., University of South Florida, Assistant Professor
Bhatia, Manav, Ph.D., University of Washington, Assistant Professor and Graduate Coordinator
Bhushan, Shanti, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Research Professor
Bian, Linkan, Ph.D., Georgia Institute of Technology, Assistant Professor
Burgreen, Greg W., Ph.D., Old Dominion University, Associate Research Professor
Cariño, Ricolindo L., Ph.D., La Trobe University (Australia), Associate Research Professor
Collins, Eric, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Research Professor
Crider, Benjamin, Ph.D., University of Kentucky, Assistant Professor
El Kadiri, Haitham, Ph.D., Ecole Des Mines de Paris, Assistant Professor
Fowler, James E., Ph.D., Ohio State University, Professor and Endowed Professorship
Gullett, Philip, Ph.D., P.E., University of California-Davis, Associate Professor
Gurbuz, Ali Cafer, Ph.D., Georgia Institute of Technology, Assistant Professor
Hamilton, John A., Jr., Ph.D., Texas A&M University, Director, Center for Cyber Innovation and Professor
Hammi, Youssef, Ph.D., University of Technology of Troyes (France), Associate Research Professor
Haupt, Tomasz A., Ph.D., Institute of Nuclear Physics (Poland), Associate Research Professor
Hu, Mengqi, Ph.D., Arizona State University, Assistant Professor
Iannucci, Stefano, Ph.D., University of Rome, Tor Vergata (Italy), Assistant Professor
Kim, Seong-Gon, Ph.D., Michigan State University, Professor
Kim, Seongjai, Ph.D., Purdue University, Professor
Lim, Hyeona, Ph.D., Michigan State University, Associate Professor
Luke, Edward A., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Associate Professor
Marcum, David L., Ph.D., Purdue University, Professor
Mohammadi-Aragh, Jean, Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic and State University, Assistant Professor
Moorhead, Robert J., Ph.D., North Carolina State University, Professor and Director, Geosystems Research Institute
Motoyama, Keiichi, Ph.D., University of Tsukuba (Japan), Research Professor
Novotny, Mark A., Ph.D., Stanford University, Professor and Head, Physics and Astronomy
Oppen, Andrew L., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Research Professor
Oppenheimer, Seth F., Ph.D., University of Texas-Austin, Professor
Perkins, Andy D., Ph.D., University of Tennessee, Professor
Priddy, Matthew, Ph.D., Georgia Institute of Technology, Assistant Professor
Rahimi, Shahram, Ph.D., University of Southern Mississippi, Professor and Department Head
Rai, Neeraj, Ph.D., University of Minnesota, Associate Professor
Ramkumar, Mahalingam, Ph.D., New Jersey Institute of Technology, Associate Professor
Samiappan, Sathish, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Research Professor
Sescu, Adrian, Ph.D., University of Toledo, Assistant Professor
Singh, Prashant, Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Assistant Professor
Stone, Tonya W., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor
Swan, J. Edward, II, Ph.D., Ohio State University, Professor
Tian, Wenmeng, Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Assistant Professor
Tong, Xiaoling, Ph.D., University of Delaware, Assistant Research Professor
Walden, Clayton, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Associate Professor and Executive Director, CAVS
Wang, Xiao, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Research Professor
Yarahmadian, Shantia, Ph.D., Indiana University, Associate Professor
Zhang, Li, Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic and State University, Associate Professor

Computer Science and Engineering
Al-Attar, Mohamed, Ph.D., University of Alberta, Associate Professor
Archibald, Christopher, Ph.D., Stanford University, Assistant Professor
Banicescu, Ioana, Ph.D., New York University-Polytechnic Institute, Professor
Bethel, Cindy L., Ph.D., University of South Florida, Assistant Professor
Bhowmik, Tanmay, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor
Crumpton, Joseph J., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Research Professor
Hamilton, John A., Jr., Ph.D., Texas A&M University, Director, Center for Cyber Innovation and Professor
Hansen, Eric, Ph.D., University of Massachusetts, Associate Professor
Hodges, Julia E., Ph.D., University of Louisiana-Lafayette, Executive Associate Vice President and Professor
Iannucci, Stefano, Ph.D., University of Rome Tor Vergata, Assistant Professor
Jankun-Kelly, T.J., Ph.D., University of California-Davis, Associate Professor and Graduate Coordinator
Lee, Sarah B., Ph.D., University of Memphis, Associate Clinical Professor
Luke, Edward Allen, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Professor
McGrew, Robert Wesley, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Research Professor
Mohanty, Somya Darsan, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Research Professor
Perkins, Andy D., Ph.D., University of Tennessee, Professor
Popescu, George V., Ph.D., Rutgers University, Assistant Research Professor
Rahimi, Shahram, Ph.D., University of Southern Mississippi, Professor and Department Head
Ramkumar, Mahalingam, Ph.D., New Jersey Institute of Technology, Associate Professor
Sukhija, Nitin, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Research Professor
Swan, J. Edward, II, Ph.D., Ohio State University, Professor
Vaughn, Rayford B., Jr., Ph.D., Kansas State University, William L. Giles Distinguished Professor and Associate Vice President for Research
Williams, Byron J., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor
Young, Maxwell, Ph.D., University of Waterloo, Assistant Professor
Zhang, Song, Ph.D., Brown University, Associate Professor

Electrical and Computer Engineering
Adhikari, Uttam, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Research Professor
Ball, John E., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor
Choi, Seungdeog, Ph.D., Texas A&M University, Associate Professor
Donohoe, J. Patrick, Ph.D., University of Mississippi, Professor & Endowed Chair
Du, Qian (Jenny), Ph.D., University of Maryland-Baltimore County, Professor and Endowed Professorship, and Interim Graduate Coordinator
Follett, Randolph F., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor
Fowler, James E., Ph.D., Ohio State University, Professor, Endowed Professorship
Fu, Yong, Ph.D., Illinois Institute of Technology, Associate Professor
Goodin, Christopher, Ph.D., Vanderbilt University, Assistant Research Professor
Green, Ryan B., Ph.D., Virginia Commonwealth University, Assistant Professor
Gurbuz, Ali, Ph.D., Georgia Institute of Technology, Assistant Professor
Iqbal, Umar, Ph.D., Queen's University, Assistant Clinical Professor
Jones, Bryan A., Ph.D., Clemson University, Associate Professor
Karimi Ghartemani, Masoud, Ph.D., University of Toronto, Associate Professor
Khan, Samee, Ph.D., University of Texas-Arlington, Professor and Head
Koshka, Yaroslav, Ph.D., University of South Florida, Professor
Kurum, Mehmet, Ph.D., George Washington University, Assistant Professor
Liu, Chun-Hung, Ph.D., University of Texas-Austin, Assistant Professor
Luo, Chaomin, Ph.D., University of Waterloo, Associate Professor
Luo, Yu, Ph.D., University of Connecticut, Assistant Professor
Marojevic, Vuk, Ph.D., Barcelona Tech--UPC (Spain), Associate Professor
Miah, Khalid, Ph.D., University of Texas-Austin, Assistant Clinical Professor
Mohammadi-Aragh, Mahnas J., Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Assistant Professor
Moorhead, Robert J., Ph.D., North Carolina State University, Director, GRI & Endowed Professor and Professor
Park, Chanyeop, Ph.D., Georgia Institute of Technology, Assistant Professor
Samiappan, Sathish, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Research Professor
Shi, Jian, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Research Professor
Shivakumaralah, Lokesh, Mississippi State University, Assistant Clinical Professor
Tang, Bo, Ph.D., University of Rhode Island, Assistant Professor
Zhao, Junbo, Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Assistant Professor

Engineering Education
Bullington, Stanley F., P.E., Ph.D., Auburn University, Professor
Elmore, Bill B., Ph.D., University of Arkansas, Hunter Henry Chair and Associate Professor and Director
Freyne, Seamus F., Ph.D., University of Oklahoma, Assistant Professor
Hill, Priscilla J., Ph.D., University of Massachusetts, Associate Professor
Knizley, Alta, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Clinical Professor
Lee, Sarah B., Ph.D., University of Memphis, Assistant Clinical Professor
Mohammadi-Aragh, Mahnas J., Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Assistant Professor

Rahimi, Shahram, Ph.D., University of Southern Mississippi, Professor and Department Head

Simpson, Chartrisa LaShan, Ph.D., Clemson University, Assistant Professor

Strawderman, Lesley, Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University, Associate Professor and Graduate Coordinator

Sullivan, Rani, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Associate Professor

Whittington, Wilburn, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor

**Industrial and Systems Engineering**

Babski-Reeves, Kari, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Associate Professor, Associate Dean for Research and Graduate Studies, and Department Head

Bian, Linkan, Ph.D., Georgia Institute of Technology, Associate Professor and Graduate Coordinator

Burch, Reuben F., V, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor

Carruth, Daniel W., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Research Professor

Jaradat, Ra'ed, Ph.D., Old Dominion University, Assistant Professor

Ma, Junfeng, Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University, Assistant Professor

Marufuzzaman, Mohammad, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor

Morshedlou, Nazanin, Ph.D., University of Oklahoma, Assistant Professor

Pirim, Harun, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Clinical Professor

Smith, Brian, Ph.D., University of Arkansas, Assistant Professor

Strawderman, Lesley, P.E., Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University, Associate Professor

Tian, Wenmeng (Meg), Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Assistant Professor

Walden, Clayton T., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Research Professor and Director, CAVS Extension

Wang, Haifeng, Ph.D., State University of New York at Binghamton, Assistant Professor

**Mechanical Engineering**

Askari, Omid, Ph.D., Northeastern University, Assistant Professor

Bammann, Douglas J., Ph.D., University of Illinois, Professor and Endowed Professorship

Barrett, Christopher, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor

Baskes, Michael I., Ph.D., California Institute of Technology, Professor

Bhushan, Shanti, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor

Brauer, Shane A., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Clinical Professor

Chen, Lei, Ph.D., National University of Singapore, Assistant Professor

Cho, Heejin, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor

Dickel, Doyl, Ph.D., Clemson University, Assistant Research Professor

Doude, Haley R., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Research Engineer

El Kadiri, Haitham, Ph.D., Ecole Des Mines de Paris, Whiteside & Coleman Associate Professor, and Department Head

Hammi, Youssef, Ph.D., University of Technology of Compiègne/Troyes (France), Associate Research Professor

Jelinek, Bohumir, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Research Professor
Joonsik, Hwang, Ph.D., Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, Assistant Professor

Knizley, Alta, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Clinical Professor

Li, Like, Ph.D., University of Florida, Assistant Professor

Liu, Yucheng, Ph.D., University of Louisville, Associate Professor and Graduate Coordinator

Marcum, David L., Ph.D., Purdue University, Professor

Oppedal, Andrew L., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Research Professor

Priddy, Matthew W., Ph.D., Georgia Institute of Technology, Assistant Professor

Rhee, Hongjoo, Ph.D., Michigan State University, Associate Research Professor

Singh, Prashant, Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Assistant Professor

Smith, Aaron, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Clinical Professor

Spayde, Emily, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Clinical Professor

Stone, Tonya W., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor

Waggoner, Charles A., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Deputy Director and Research Professor, Institute for Clean Energy Technology

Whittington, Wilburn, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor

Xu, Ben, Ph.D., University of Arizona, Assistant Professor

COLLEGE OF FOREST RESOURCES

Forestry

Auel, John B., PhD., Mississippi State University, Assistant Extension Professor

Evans, David L., Ph.D., Louisiana State University, Professor

Frey, Brent R., Ph.D., Yale University, Assistant Professor

Gordon, Jason S., Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University, Associate Extension Professor

Grace, Laura A., Ph.D., Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, Professor

Grado, Stephen C., Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University, Professor

Grala, Robert K., Ph.D., Iowa State University, Professor

Granger, Joshua J., Ph.D., University of Tennessee, Assistant Professor

Grebner, Donald L., Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Professor and Department Head

Himes, Austin, Ph.D., Oregon State University, Assistant Professor

Hopper, George M., Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Professor

Hughes, H. Glenn, Ph.D., Texas A&M University, Extension Professor

Kanieski da Silva, Bruno, Ph.D., North Carolina State University, Assistant Research Professor

Kushla, John D., Ph.D., Oregon State University, Extension/Research Professor

Ma, Qin (Christine), Ph.D., University of California-Merced, Assistant Professor

Matney, Thomas G., Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Professor

McConnell, Thomas Eric, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor

Munn, Ian A., Ph.D., North Carolina State University, Professor; Associate Dean, College of Forest Resources
Polinko, Adam, Ph.D., University of British Columbia, Assistant Professor
Poudel, Krishna, P., Ph.D., Oregon State University, Assistant Professor
Renninger, Heidi J., Ph.D., Boston University, Assistant Professor
Roberts, Scott D., Ph.D., Utah State University, Professor
Rousseau, Randall J., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Extension/Research Professor
Sabatia, Charles O., Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Assistant Professor
Schultz, Emily B., Ph.D., North Carolina State University, Professor
Self, Andrew Brady, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Extension Professor
Siegert, Courtney, Ph.D., University of Delaware, Associate Professor
Sun, Changyou, Ph.D., Auburn University, Professor
Willis, John L., Ph.D., Michigan State University, Assistant Professor
Yang, Jia, Ph.D., Auburn University, Assistant Professor

**Sustainable Bioproducts**
Barnes, H. Michael, Ph.D., State University of New York, Professor
Franca, Frederico J., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Research Professor
Franca, Tamara, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor
Hassan, El Barbary M., Ph.D., Ain Shams University (Egypt), Associate Professor
Kim, Yun Sang, Ph.D., Georgia Institute of Technology, Assistant Professor
Lim, Hyungsuk (Thomas), Ph.D., University of British Columbia (Canada), Assistant Professor
Lopes, Dercillo, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Research Professor
Nicholas, Darrel D., Ph.D., North Carolina State University, Professor
Owens, Frank, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor
Seale, R. Dan, Ph.D., Clemson University, Professor
Shmulsky, Rubin, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Professor; Department Head and Graduate Coordinator
Stokes, C. Elizabeth, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor
Street, Jason Tyler, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor
Zhang, Jilei, Ph.D., Purdue University, Professor
Zhang, Xuefeng, Ph.D., Mississippi State University Assistant Research Professor

**Wildlife, Fisheries and Aquaculture**
Aarattuthodiyl, Suja, Ph.D., University of Arkansas, Assistant Research Professor
Allen, Peter J., Ph.D., University of California-Davis, Associate Professor
Avery, Jimmy L., Ph.D., Louisiana State University, Extension Professor
Baker, Beth, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Extension Professor
Burger, L. Wes, Ph.D., University of Missouri, Associate Director, MAFES/FWRC and Professor
Burger, Leslie M., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Extension Professor
Cebrian, Just, Ph.D., University of Politecnica Catalunya, Research Professor and Associate Director, NGI
Colvin, Michael E., Ph.D., Iowa State University, Assistant Professor
Correa, Sandra B., Ph.D., Texas A&M University, Assistant Professor
Davis, J. Brian, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Associate Professor
Demarais, Stephen, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Professor
Drymon, James Marcus, Ph.D., University of South Alabama, Assistant Extension Professor
Dunn, Corey, Ph.D., University of Missouri, Assistant Professor
Evans, Kristine O., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor
Greenway, Terrence E., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Research Professor
Hileman, Eric, Ph.D., Northern Illinois University, Assistant Professor
Hunt, Kevin M., Ph.D., Texas A&M University, Professor and Graduate Coordinator
Iglay, Raymond, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Research Professor
Jones, W. Daryl, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Extension Professor
Karunakaran, Ganesh K., Ph.D., University of Arkansas, Assistant Research Professor
Kouba, Andrew J., Ph.D., University of Florida, Professor and Department Head
Li, Menghe H., Ph.D., Auburn University, Research Professor
McConnell, Mark D., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Assistant Professor
Miranda, Leandro E., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Unit Leader and Professor
Mischke, Charles C., Ph.D., Iowa State University, Research Professor
Morin, Dana J., Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Assistant Professor
Neal, J. Wesley, Ph.D., North Carolina State University, Extension Professor
Rush, Scott A., Ph.D., University of Georgia, Associate Professor
Sparks, Eric, Ph.D., University of South Alabama, Assistant Extension Professor
Street, Garrett M., Ph.D., University of Guelph, Assistant Professor
Strickland, Bronson K., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Extension Professor
Vilella, Francisco J., Ph.D., Louisiana State University, Assistant Unit Leader and Professor
Wang, Guiming, Ph.D., Oregon State University, Professor
Wise, David, Ph.D., Clemson University, Research Professor
Woodrey, Mark S., Ph.D., University of Southern Mississippi, Assistant Research Professor

COLLEGE OF VETERINARY MEDICINE

Basic Sciences
Abdelhamed, Hossam, D.V.M., Alexandria University, Assistant Research Professor
Carr, Russell, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Associate Professor and Graduator Coordinator, Environmental Toxicology
Chambers, Janice E., Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Professor and Director, Center for Environmental Health Sciences
Coyne, Cody P., D.V.M., Ph.D., University of California, Professor
Feng, Zhi-Xin, Ph.D., Nanjing Agricultural University (China), Visiting Researcher
Hanson, Larry, Ph. D., Louisiana State University, Professor and Graduate Coordinator, Basic Sciences; Clinical Sciences; Pathobiology and Population Medicine

Howell, George Eli, III, Ph.D., University of Mississippi Medical Center, Assistant Research Professor

Kaplan, Barbara L., Ph.D., Michigan State University, Assistant Professor

Karsi, Attla, Ph.D., Auburn University, Associate Professor

Lawrence, Mark L., D.V.M., Ph.D., Louisiana State University, Professor

Nanduri, Bindu, Ph.D., University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences, Assistant Professor

Park, Joo Youn, Ph.D., Washington State University, Assistant Research Professor

Petrie-Hanson, Lora, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Associate Professor

Pharr, G. Todd, Ph.D., Mississippi State University, Associate Professor

Pinchuk, Lesya M., M.S., Ph.D., Institute of Medical Genetics, Moscow (Russia), Associate Professor

Pruett, Stephen B., Ph.D., Louisiana State University School of Medicine, Professor
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